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Heavy Hitters Partners With PAX Labs to Offer Consumers the Best of Two
Award-Winning Brands

Original high potency vape brand, Heavy Hitters, is now available in PAX Era pods
LOS ANGELES ? November 27, 2018 /Canna Newswire/ ? ]Heavy Hitters has signed an agreement with PAX Labs® to bring
cannabis oil to consumers in pod technology. PAX Labs is the company behind the PAX Era vapor platform and compatible pod
technology. The Heavy Hitters PAX pods will be available in Northern Lights, Pineapple Express, and Jack Herer starting in
November 2018, with a 1:1 CBD/THC strain to follow.
?Heavy Hitters is all about listening to customers and finding innovative ways to deliver better products for better experiences,?
according to Hannah Davis, Chief Marketing Officer for Mammoth Distribution, the exclusive distributor of Heavy Hitters products.
?Heavy Hitters is the second largest vape brand in California and has a large, established fan base. It's one of the original Southern
California brands, and consumers tell us they love Heavy Hitters because it's the best tasting and most enjoyable high. So pairing
Heavy Hitters' oil with the convenience and popularity of PAX devices was a natural fit.?
PAX Era Pods feature heat control technology that provides superior flavor and consistent vapor quality and are only compatible
with the PAX Era device. PAX Era pods are engineered to prevent leaking and clogging and offer stylish on-the-go dosing. Pods are
easily popped into the device and can be switched out to fit any mood or occasion. The device is buttonless, pocket-friendly and
easily connects to the mobile app for temperature control and flavor profiles.
About Heavy Hitters:
The Original high-potency vape cartridge, from Southern California, Heavy Hitters boasts True Ceramic cartridges with
Cold-Filtered distillate for the best vaping experience available. Smokers love Heavy Hitters for its best-tasting oil and most
enjoyable high. Heavy Hitters' signature Cold-Filtering purifies the oil beyond standard distillation, resulting in a consistent
ultra-potent cannabis oil, and a better experience for you. True Ceramic cartridges yield none of the harmful wick components of
standard cartridges, instead relying on high-quality ceramic throughout the heating element to ensure no harmful byproducts, and an
even dose. Bearing the Clean Cannabis Guarantee seal, Heavy Hitters proudly meets or exceeds all California standards for cannabis
excellence and safety.
Follow Heavy Hitters on social media:
Instagram: @HeavyHitterstpc | Twitter: @HeavyHitterstpc | Facebook: fb:/heavyhitterstpc
About Mammoth Distribution
Mammoth Distribution, established in 2017 and headquartered in Mammoth, California, is the premier vape supply company in
California. Mammoth carries a variety of distinctive vape brands that are developed for the unique needs and occasions of today's
California cannabis consumers. The company aims to be the largest and most professional cannabis distribution company providing
concentrates and vape products with a focus on safety, quality, and potency. Mammoth is currently building out an extensive
distribution network that spans the state of California and strives to provide the fastest, most consistent service to its retail partners,
dispensaries and delivery partners to help build profitability and expertise for their vape selection. Mammoth.org]
About PAX Labs, Inc.
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Founded in 2007, the company is a leader in the design and development of premium cannabis vaporization technologies and
devices. Headquartered in San Francisco, PAX Labs has revolutionized the industry through innovation and product design. PAX
Labs has sold over one million PAX devices in the flower vaporizer category and introduced PAX Era, a connected, app-driven pod
system for concentrates, in September 2016. For more information, please visit pax.com.
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